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4.1 million international 

students  in 2010
(OECD Education at a Glance, 2012)

Internationalisation of the 

curriculum in HE:

“ […] in many cases the rhetoric 

far outweighs reality”
(Trevaskes et al., 2003)

“ […] there has been some 

progress since I wrote that paper, 

but nothing overwhelming.”
(Trevaskes, pers. comm. 2013)

Curriculum Innovation for 

Internationalisation

Focus on curricula content and 

knowledge development is at the 

expense of skills development 

acquired as part of the process of 

learning (Luong et al., 1996).



“The resultant diversity in the 

classroom […] has resulted in a 

focus in higher education on the 

development of international and 

inter-cultural perspectives in all 

graduates, […]. We would expect 

that the curriculum would have 

responded to these changes in the 

world and in the classroom.”

“ […] curriculum innovation for 

internationalisation may involve 

minor … changes to any aspect of 

the learning/teaching situation 

which results in all graduates 

being better prepared to live and 

work in a globalised society” (Leask, 

2008).

4.1 million international 
students  in 2010
(OECD Education at a Glance, 2012)



Students at UK HE institutions 2011/2012



Competency-based approach
(Reid et al., 2010)

Competency

•information gathering

•flexible thinking

•language learning

•making yourself understood

•attentive listening

Participation

•employ diverse strategies to gather 

relevant information

•foster a sense of curiosity; actively 

seek to understand the unfamiliar

•do not rely on others’ language skills; 

do not let language proficiency hinder 

contribution

•share the thought process behind ideas; 

actively clarify contribution

•check & clarify understanding; 

develop ability to foresee and cope  

with misunderstanding



Examples of diamond ranking charts/grids available on the internet



- an educational tool for teaching thinking skills in the classroom
(Brown, 2009; Clough & Holden, 2002; Rockett & Percival, 2002)*

- children ranking photos of their schools  (Woolner et al., 2007; Woolner et al., 2010)*

- part of a Continuing Professional Development toolkit with adults

(QIA, 2007, NCSL, 2009)*

- to facilitate speaking in pairs and groups with foundation students
(Ostrowski, unpublished, EdD studies: Professional Learning in Context, ECLS, Newcastle University)

- study investigating the educational benefits of intercultural groups              
(EQUATE,  Equal Acclaim for Teaching Excellence, 2010-2011,  Research Centre for  Learning & Teaching, Newcastle University)

*Source: Clark, 2012

Some uses of diamond ranking:



Application of diamond ranking

Stimulates thinking

about students’ own ideas as a result of 

visual hierarchical sorting of different 

aspects of students’ learning on a 

particular topic (individual rankings) and encourages language for:

validating sharing

checking challenging 

reinforcing negotiating 

exploring changing

and forming new understanding

(rankings in pairs and small groups)



Language to scaffold the activity

Explaining & showing uncertainty

• The reason for putting X here is …

• The explanation for having X here is …

• This should be here because …

• I think …; It might be that …; I’d say …

Questioning & seeking clarification

• I’d like to ask about …

• Why do you think that …?

• What did you mean by …?

• So you’re saying that …; 



ReadingInterest in the reading topic

Recording sources for referencing    Survey reading

Reading widely (> 1 source) Recognising main points

Planning time for your reading         Skimming      Scanning

Taking notes in own words Recording new vocabulary



Data work-up

Scored diamond ranking Raw data



• bin collection

• free bus passes

• nursery schools

• sports centres

• museums/libraries

• A & E

• universities

• care homes

• MOD

CUT Vs KEEP



Percent rank of individual students & pairs of students 
(source: Rajendran & Ostrowski, 2011).

Students were asked to consider the importance of various aspects of 

producing written assignments

1 interest in the topic 6 numbering pages

2 research the topic 7 organise thoughts on paper

3 plan time for the work 8 check grammar and spelling 

4 complete work on time 9 avoid plagiarism

5 ask friends for help/advice 10 use diagrams and/or tables

Diamond ranking grid indicating levels of hierarchy. 



Survey responses

Did the diamond ranking 

charts encourage you to 

think about how you write 

essays and how you read?

After doing the diamond 

ranking in pairs, did your 

understanding of writing 

essays and reading change?







Dealing with mathematical problems which cannot initially be solved

(adapted from: Polya, 1945, “How to solve it”)

•solve a simpler problem

•draw a picture

•use a formula

•consider a special case

•guess & check

•re-state the problem in your own words

•look for a pattern

•check that sufficient information has been given

•use symmetry

•work backwards (from a known solution)

Mathematics
“students can draw on their previous experience”



PGD and IVF diamond ranking 

Background
PGD = pre-implantation genetic determination. This involves removal of a cell from a 3-5 day old 

embryo (6-8 cell stage) and then studying this cell for specific genetic disorders. If genetic disorders are 

detected the embryo is not implanted. 

IVF = in vitro fertilisation. This involves surgical removal of eggs from a woman’s ovaries which are 

then fertilised with sperm. Resulting embryos can then be placed into the woman’s womb. 

PGD and IVF law in UK

Regulated by the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority.  

~8 centres in UK licensed to offer PGD.

~100 genetic disorders are licensed for testing.

Activity
In your groups discuss the dilemmas below.

Rank the dilemmas (1 = strongly agree, 5 = strongly disagree) based on this discussion.

Discussion
How easy was it to decide as a group?

Are all of these dilemmas scientifically possible at the moment?

What does the law in your home country say about PGD and IVF?

Genetics



PGD and IVF diamond ranking

A couple want to make sure that their 

baby does not have cystic fibrosis.

A couple want to make sure that their baby is 

not a silent carrier for cystic fibrosis 
A couple want to ensure that their baby 

does not have red hair. 

There is a family history of haemophilia (an X-

linked disorder). A couple want to select a baby 

girl.

People with mutations in BRCA1 or 

BRCA2 have a 60-80% chance of 

developing breast cancer. A couple 

want to ensure that their baby does not 

carry these mutations
A couple have two girls. They now want a boy. 

A deaf couple want their baby to be deaf like 

them so that they are part of their community. A couple want to select a baby suitable 

to provide a kidney in order to save the 

life of their older child. A couple want to select a baby that is a match 

to provide cord blood stem cells to save their 

older child. 
A couple want their baby to be tall with 

above average intelligence. 



Physics



• analysis

• understanding

• organisation

• synthesis

• evaluation

• application

• focus

• achieve aims

• detail

• strong line of argument

Study skills: essay marking criteria



Discuss the anatomical, 

Physiological, and any behavioural adaptations of one 

named plant and one named animal to its normal habitat.

•nutrition

•water

•gas exchange

•transport systems

•excretion

•individual behaviour

•reproduction and life cycles

•size and shape [morphology]

•social organisation

Biology/ecology



• lower interest rates 

•increase government spending 

•increase welfare payments to citizens

•privatise public assets 

•improve the skills of workers

•increase employment levels 

•lower taxes to increase incentives 

•increase exports 

•increase investment

•reduce the value of the currency

Macroeconomics
Economic growth can be stimulated through various government 

policies.



Human Resource Management

•recruitment 

•selection

•reward systems

•training & development

•job design

•workforce planning

•performance management

•discipline

•employee legislation

•policies and procedures

Management and Organisation

Other topics in management & 
organisation

•Management Theory

•Organisation Structure

•Organisation Culture

•Management Style

•Cross Cultural Management

•Communication in Business

•Business Strategy

•Motivation in the Work Place



Can be used:

•with learners at different stages of language ability 

•with learners at different stages of HE – foundation, UG, PG

•to develop speaking skills for expressing opinion, negotiating, etc.

•to encourage thinking about, and explore understanding of, a topic

•to integrate a diversity of education cultures in the classroom

•across the curriculum

Concluding thoughts on diamond ranking
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